Integrate using Arrow. Meet your Business Objectives.

**Arrow Integration Services**

Your business success relies on delivering a consistent, high-quality product that exceeds your customers’ expectations. Arrow has the infrastructure, people, and processes to integrate your solutions at scale, within budget, and deliver them globally. Compute solutions, storage devices, and full rack enclosures are imaged, loaded with applications, configured, and tested in Arrow’s integration facilities located across the globe. Use Arrow’s infrastructure and experience to deliver your products and optimize costs.

**Capabilities of Arrow Integration**

- **Hardware Configuration**
  Configure servers, workstations, storage devices, full rack enclosures, kiosks and displays.

- **Software**
  Custom image deployment, operating system and application installation, diagnostics, firmware and BIOS configuration, and scripting and reporting.

- **Prototypes**
  Product concept prototypes built for product validation and development.

- **Specialty Integration**
  Motherboard population, kitting and bundling, labeling of product, FRU kitting and testing, and power and connector assembly.

- **Integration Logistics**
  Inbound source inspection, packaging and palletization, data capture, crating services, and consolidation services.

- **Quality**
  A robust quality management system to meet certification requirements, provide consistent results, and deliver reporting and visibility.
Arrow Integration Facilities

Arrow’s integration facilities provide regional breadth and broad capabilities while adhering to consistent SLAs and high-quality standards. Our customers can utilize one or multiple locations to meet their specific go-to-market needs.

Phoenix – USA

68,000 square feet of production space and 134,000 square feet of warehousing.

Nogales – Mexico

13,000 square feet of production space and 28,000 square feet of warehousing.

Budapest – Hungary

2250 square meters of production space, 350 square meters of engineering space, and 5150 square meters of warehousing.

Tel Aviv – Israel

4200 square meters of production space, and 600 square meters of engineering space, and 700 square meters of warehousing.

Arrow Integration: How Does Arrow Deliver the Best Integration Outcomes?

New Product Introduction

Arrow’s trusted NPI process enhances integration consistency and efficiency.

Planning

Scheduling systems and personnel help plan effectively to meet customer expectations.

Global Presence

Access markets and reduce logistics complexity and cost.

Proven Business Model

Economies of scale for competitive edge.

Demand Flexibility

Ability to flex production capacity to meet demand needs.

People and Tools

Purpose-built facilities and skilled personnel for integration success.

Leveraging an extensive technology partner ecosystem, products, and services portfolio, expertise, and scale, Arrow's Intelligent Solutions business helps simplify your technology lifecycle experience, enabling you to bring your products to market faster and grow your business. Learn more at intelligentsolutions@arrow.com